Abstract—The recent edge computing infrastructure introduces a new computing model that works as a complement of the traditional cloud computing. The edge nodes in the infrastructure reduce the network latency of the cloud computing model and increase data privacy by offloading the sensitive computation from the cloud to the edge. Recent research focuses on the applications and performance of the edge computing, but less attention is paid to the security of this new computing paradigm. Inspired by the recent move of hardware vendors that introducing hardware-assisted Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), we believe applying these TEEs on the edge nodes would be a natural choice to secure the computation and sensitive data on these nodes. In this paper, we investigate the typical hardware-assisted TEEs and evaluate the performance of these TEEs to help analyze the feasibility of deploying them on the edge platforms. Our experiments show that the performance overhead introduced by the TEEs is low, which indicates that integrating these TEEs into the edge nodes can efficiently mitigate security loopholes with a low performance overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

The wide deployment of cloud computing changes the infrastructure of existing computing paradigms and facilitates a number of service providers. However, the cloud computing also involves penalties in terms of network latency which is critical in some time-sensitive or performance-sensitive scenarios such as real-time monitoring for transportation [1] and video analytics [2] for public safety. Moreover, the data owner would prefer to process the sensitive data on the endpoint devices instead of cloud due to privacy concerns [3].

In light of these problems, a complementary infrastructure named Edge Computing [4] is proposed. The idea of Edge Computing suggests the deployment of additional edge nodes between the cloud server and the end-users, on which the latency-sensitive or privacy-sensitive computation is executed. Since the edge nodes are supposed to be as close as possible to the end-users, the latency is greatly reduced and the data privacy is improved to match the requirement of these computations. Meantime, those non sensitive computations are still on the cloud to take the advantage of cloud computing.

Recently, the usage scenarios [5], [6], [7], [8], [1], [2] and performance of Edge Computing [9], [10] are well studied by the researchers. However, less attentions are paid to the security and privacy of the Edge Computing, which puts the new-born Edge Computing infrastructure at risk. For example, in the edge-based video monitoring system, the edge node preprocesses the captured image to reduce the size of the uploaded data and the required storage on the cloud, which indicates that the edge node can actually access all the captured images. Thus, the compromised edge node may lead to the critical leakage of privacy. Another example would be the edge-based smart traffic systems, in which the control commands of the self-driving vehicles highly rely on the surrounding information gathered by the edge node. Once the edge node is hijacked, the self-driving vehicles may be induced to perform some risky actions, which would consequently introduce destructive effects to the public safety.

The recent move of hardware vendors that designs dedicated hardware-assisted Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] inspire us with the idea that applying these TEEs to the Edge Computing infrastructure. The TEE provides an isolated execution environment which remains secure even the system software on the device is compromised. In case of Edge Computing, the edge nodes are more vulnerable than the cloud devices since they are dispersedly distributed and have a large attack surface, and the deployment of the TEEs would guarantee the security of the sensitive information and computation on the compromised edge node.

Unlike the PC platform, which is dominated by the Intel x86 architecture, the architecture of edge nodes in Edge Computing is heterogeneous (e.g., Intel, AMD, ARM, MIPS, PowerPC) Meantime, the hardware vendors with different architectures provide a variety hardware-assisted TEEs. The most popular TEEs include Intel Software Guard eXtension (SGX) [12], [13], [14], ARM TrustZone Technology [11], and AMD Memory Encryption Technology [15]. Intuitively, applying these TEEs on the heterogeneous edge platforms would be a natural choice to gain a higher security.

In this paper, we study the hardware-assisted TEEs provided by the hardware vendors and evaluate the performance of these TEEs to help analyze the feasibility of deploying them on the edge platforms. Specifically, we first study the Intel SGX on a fog node following the Intel Fog Reference Design [16]. Since the infrastructure of Fog Computing is similar to the Edge Computing, we consider the fog node as a suitable candidate of the edge node. Meanwhile, the low-power consumption makes the ARM architecture to be a serious competitor to the x86 architecture on the edge platform. Thus, a study of ARM TrustZone technology on the ARM Juno development board [17] is presented in this paper. Finally, AMD processors are well-known by their low price, which is also a critical
The main contributions of this paper are:

- We present a preliminary study of popular TEEs including Intel SGX, ARM TrustZone, and AMD SEV. Our study shows that adopting TEEs to heterogeneous edge platforms is convenient.
- We conduct extensive experiments with the TEEs on real physical platforms including Intel Fog Node. The result shows that the performance overhead introduced by existing TEEs is low.
- We show that deploying existing TEEs to Edge Computing can efficiently improve the security of the platform with a low performance overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III presents the analysis of Intel SGX and the performance evaluation on the Intel Fog Node. Section IV investigates ARM TrustZone technology and the performance overhead of TrustZone. Section V discusses AMD SEV and introduced performance overhead. Section VI presents the future direction of our research and Section VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

**Edge Computing.** Shi et al. [3] provide a comprehensive study on the vision of Edge Computing. Wu et al. [7] analyze the opportunities and challenges of applying Edge Computing to the smart firefighting. [6], [8], [18], [19] use the edge infrastructure to achieve video analysis. Chen et al. [5] make the attempt to deploy an edge-based robot system. [1], [20], [21] discuss combing the Edge Computing with the vehicle systems. The performance of the Edge Computing is analyzed in [9] and [10].

**Trusted Execution Environment.** [22] performs a survey on existing Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), and [23] presents the challenges of these TEEs. [24] surveys the trustworthy computing on the mobile and wearable systems. MemSentry [25] proposes a framework to harden modern defense systems with the hardware features including TEEs. VC3 [26] uses the Intel SGX to secure the data analytics, and Ninja [27] leverages the ARM TrustZone technology to improve the transparency of debugging and tracing.

III. INTEL SOFTWARE GUARD EXTENSION

The Intel Software Guard eXtension (SGX) is proposed via three research papers in 2013 [12], [13], [14]. The proposed extension enables the ring 3 user-level application to create an isolated TEE, referred as enclave, and transplant the secure-sensitive computation and data into this TEE. The hardware-assisted TEE ensures that the memory inside enclave cannot be accessed by the operating system or the hypervisor. Specifically, a hardware Memory Encryption Engine (MEE) is applied to encrypt the enclave memory region which is called the Enclave Page Cache (EPC). SGX allows the code inside the enclave to access both EPC and the memory outside the enclave. However, the memory access from the outside to the EPC leads to a page fault. Note that the memory access from the enclave to the outside still needs to follow the OS memory management policies. For example, access to the memory in kernel space from the enclave also leads to the page fault since the enclave executes in user space.

Figure 1 is a typical example of an application running with SGX enclave. The application consists of untrusted components and trusted components, and the trusted components are normally created via SGX enclave. The ECalls and OCalls are used to switch between the untrusted and trusted components, and provide a communication channel to transfer parameters between them.

A. Experiments with Fog Node

The Fog Node is introduced by Intel from the OpenFog Consortium [28], a consortium of high tech industry companies (e.g., Intel and Cisco) and academic institutions across the world aimed at the standardization and promotion of fog computing in various capacities and fields. The processor on this node is 8-core Intel Xeon E3-1275 processor, which is a high-performance SGX-enabled processor. The 32GB DDR4 memory also meets the requirement of usage scenario of fog computing. In regard to the software, we leverage the open source Tianocore BIOS and 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 to setup the node. Due to the similarity of the Fog Computing and Edge Computing, we consider this machine also matches the design of Edge Computing and can be directly used as an edge node. Therefore, we use the fog node to simulate the edge node in the performance analysis of Intel SGX.

In this section, we create applications based on the SGX SDK 1.9 [29], and use them to conduct the experiments to measure the performance overhead. Specifically, we evaluate the time consumption of the context switch in SGX, the performance slowdown of transplanting the computation into enclave, and the slowdown of the overall system when SGX is involved, respectively.

1) Context Switch: Regarding to the experiments in this section, we use an empty ECALL function to achieve the context switch. Once the function is called, the CPU will switch to the enclave mode, while the exit of the function implies the exit of the enclave mode. To measure the time consumption, the RDTSC instruction is used to read the elapsed CPU cycles.
Note that the execution of this instruction is forbidden in enclave mode, so we cannot measure the required time to entering or quitting the enclave mode separately. Instead, we calculate the time consumption of a complete context switch cycle (i.e., enter and then quit the enclave mode). Moreover, the parameter transferring between the enclave mode and normal mode depends on an additional buffer, and the size of the buffer affects the efficiency of the context switch. Therefore, we use different buffer sizes to conduct the evaluation. To reduce the nondeterminacy of the experiments, we configure the CPU frequency to be a fixed value (4GHz) and repeat the experiment for 1,000 times.

Table I shows the context switching time of Intel SGX on the Fog Node. If no parameter is required, the context switch requires 2.039 μs, this is the approximate time consumption for the CPU mode switching. However, in most usage scenarios, the parameter transferring is required. The time consumptions come to 2.109 μs, 2.251 μs, 2.362 μs, and 2.714 μs when the sizes of the parameters are 1KB, 4KB, 8KB, and 16 KB, respectively.

2) Sensitive Computation: Since the TEEs are used to secure the sensitive computation, we are eager to know the overhead of moving the sensitive computation into the TEEs. In this experiment, we use an open-source MD5 implementation [30] following the RFC 1321 standard to simulate the sensitive computation, and measure the time consumption of calculating the MD5 inside and outside the enclave mode. Without loss of generality, we use a pre-generated random string with 1,024 characters as the target of the MD5.

As shown in Table II, the MD5 calculation requires 4.734 μs in normal mode and 6.737 μs in enclave mode. We note that the calculation in the enclave mode requires about 2.003 more microseconds than the calculation in the normal mode, and this difference is close to the context switching time measured in Section III-A1. This result shows that the CPU performance in normal mode and enclave mode are similar, and the overhead of moving the sensitive computation to the TEEs depends on the overhead of the context switch.

3) Overall Performance: While keeping the sensitive computation running inside the TEE, we also want to make sure that the performance of the non-sensitive computation on the edge node would not be affected. To simulate the frequent sensitive computation on the edge node, we switch to the enclave mode every one second and calculate the MD5 of a 1024-length string. A dedicated CPU benchmark, GeekBench [31], is used to measure the performance of the CPUs. To avoid the unpredicted affects from the other software in the system, we make the sensitive computation and the benchmark to be executed in the same core. The single-core performance score with and without the sensitive computation are compared to learn the overall performance overhead. The experiment is repeated for 100 times to reduce the test errors.

Table III shows the performance score given by GeekBench. The single-core performance scores with and without secure computation are 4,327.33 and 4,306.46, respectively, and the performance slowdown is 0.48%. Apparently, the performance overhead of the computation inside the SGX enclave is ignorable even we switch to the enclave mode every one second.

**IV. ARM TrustZone Technology**

ARM proposed the TrustZone Technology [11] since ARMv6 around 2002. With TrustZone enabled, the processor can switch between the secure and non-secure mode, which provides two execution environments with different privileges. A set of hardware extensions are applied to guarantee the resources (e.g., memory, interrupts, peripherals and etc.) are isolated between the secure mode and non-secure mode. The software running in the secure mode owns higher privilege and have access to both secure and non-secure resources, while the software running in the normal mode can only access the non-secure resources. As shown in Figure 2, the ARMv8 architecture introduces Exception Levels (EL) to indicate the privilege of the processor, and the switch to the secure mode can be triggered by an EL3 exception. Typically, the Secure Monitor Call (SMC) instruction and the secure interrupts are used as the source of an EL3 exception. The secure mode uses the Exception Return (ERET) instruction to exit the exception handler and resume the execution of the non-secure mode.

**A. Experiments with ARM Juno Board**

The ARM Juno Board [17] is an official software development platform for ARMv8 architecture [32], and it represents
the most recent hardware design of ARM. We consider the further ARM-based edge node will follow this design and thus perform our experiments on the Juno board. The Juno r1 development board contains a dual-core Cortex-A57 cluster and a quad-core Cortex-A53 cluster, and all the processors in the clusters are equipped with ARM TrustZone technology. The main memory of the board is an 8GB DRAM. We also use the ARM Trusted Firmware (ATF) [33] to enable the firmware support for TrustZone. The Android deliverable image for Juno board provided by Linaro [34] is used to be the operating system of the non-secure mode.

Similar to the experiments running with the Intel SGX, we evaluate the performance overhead of the context switch, sensitive computation, and the overall system, respectively.

1) Context Switch: The SMC instruction is frequently used to achieve the switch between the secure mode and non-secure mode in many TrustZone-related systems. Thus, we also use this instruction to trigger the switch. To accurately evaluate the time consumption, we leverage the Performance Monitor Unit (PMU) [32] to record the elapsed CPU cycles. Since the PMU can be used in both the secure and non-secure mode, we can learn the time consumption of the switching from non-secure mode to secure mode as well as that of the switching from secure mode to non-secure mode. Unlike the SGX, the parameters transferring in TrustZone is achieved by sharing the general purpose registers instead of using buffers. Therefore, the parameters involve no additional overhead. In the experiments, we configure the CPU to run at 1.15GHz and repeat the context switch for 1,000 times.

Table IV shows the context switching time of secure and non-secure mode. The switch from non-secure mode to secure mode requires 0.135 μs while the switch from secure to non-secure mode requires 0.082 μs, and the overall switching time is 0.218 μs. The small standard deviations also show that the time consumption of the context switch is stable.

2) Sensitive Computation: In this section, we integrate the same MD5 implementation as the one used in Section III-A2 to both a kernel module and the ATF. In the kernel module, we measure the time consumption of directly using the MD5 implementation and using the SMC instruction to invoke the MD5 implementation inside the ATF. The other setups of the experiments are similar to the experiments with the Intel SGX.

The result in Table V shows that it takes 8.229 μs to calculate the MD5 in the non-secure kernel module while the computation in the secure mode takes 9.670 μs. The increased computation time is 1.441 μs, which is much larger than the context switch discussed above (0.218 μs). Thus, we consider that the CPU performance is decreased in the secure mode.

3) Overall Performance: Similar to Section III-A3, we use an application to simulate the frequent sensitive computation and leverage the GeekBench 4 application [35] from Google Play Store to measure the CPU performance. The benchmark is executed for 100 times to reduce test errors.

From the Table VI, we find that the single-core performance score decreases from 984.70 to 983.44 when the sensitive computation is involved. The decrease percentages is 0.13%, which is ignorable. Therefore, we consider the slowdowns would not affect the performance of the edge nodes.

V. AMD SENSITIVE CPUMEMORY ENCRYPTION TECHNOLOGY

AMD Memory Encryption Technology is the most recent groundbreaking general purpose hardware-assisted TEE achievement that encrypts and protects system memory. AMD Memory Encryption Technology is focused primarily on public cloud infrastructure and specifically public infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). AMD Memory Encryption Technology addresses two different classes of attacks: system software level and physical access attacks [15], [36]. The former attack includes a high-privileged entity that analyses the guest VM memory space for malicious purposes or deploying attacks that use hypervisor vulnerabilities to apply side-channel attacks to other co-resident guest VMs [37]. The latter attacks include hot memory I/O tapping attacks or cold boot attacks [38], [15], [36]. AMD Memory Encryption Technology introduces an AES 128 encryption engine inside the System on Chip (SoC) that transparently encrypts and decrypts the data when the data leaves or enters the SoC respectively. Based on the Memory Encryption Technology, AMD proposed two main security features referred to as Secure Memory Encryption (SME) and Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV). Both SEV and SME are managed by the OS or hypervisor, and no application software changes are needed [15], [36]. Encryption key management such as generating, storing, and delivering the keys are carried out by the AMD secure processor and the encryption keys are kept hidden from untrusted parts of the platform. The AMD secure processor utilizes a 32-bit ARM Cortex A5, and uses its memory and storage while executing a kernel that is signed by AMD [15], [36].

AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV). SEV is a security feature that mainly addresses the high-privileged system software class of attacks by providing encrypted VM isolation. It encrypts and protects the VM’s memory space with the VM’s specific encryption key from the hypervisor or other VMs on the same platform [39], [15], [36]. In addition, SEV does not require any modifications to user application
software and memory encryption is transparent to the user application software that is executed in the SEV-protected VM.

Figure 3 shows the difference between the traditional virtualization model and AMD SEV model. In the traditional model, the hypervisor is trusted and has the access to the memory of the malicious guest OS. However, in the AMD SEV model, we assume the hypervisor may be compromised and protect the memory of the guest OS via the SME.

SEV uses the AMD Memory Encryption Engine which is capable of working with different encryption keys for encrypting and decrypting different VM memory spaces on the same platform. In SEV, a unique encryption key is associated with each guest VM. When code and data arrives into the SoC, SEV tags all of the code and data associated with the guest VM in the cache and limits access only to the tag’s owner VM. When data leaves the SoC, the VM encryption key is identified by the tag value and data is encrypted with the VM key [15], [36]. Additionally, initializing an SEV protected VM requires direct interaction with the AMD secure processor. In this paper, we focus on testing SEV and the next subsection will provide more details on experiment results of SEV.

A. Experiment Results

To study the performance overhead of the AMD SEV, we use a machine with an AMD EPYC-7251 CPU [40], which contains 8 physical cores and 16 logical threads. As to the software, the operating system we use is Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS with a customized SEV-enabled Linux kernel 4.15.10. The hypervisor we use is KVM 2.5.0.

1) Context Switch: In the SEV-ES architecture, VMEXIT events are split into two types, Automatic Exits (AE) and Non-Automatic Exits (NAE). In the system where SEV-ES is enabled, only AE can successfully trigger the VMEXIT event, which will cause a full world switch and the control will be transferred back to the hypervisor. During this process, the CPU hardware will save and encrypt all guest register states before loading the hypervisor.

To create an AE, we chose VMMCALL instruction. Though other instruction exists, the KVM we use currently does not support them. VMMCALL is meant as a way for a guest to explicitly call the hypervisor, and no Current Privilege Level (CPL) checks will be performed, thus the hypervisor can decide whether to make this instruction legal at the user-level or not, which also means we can add function by hooking the VMMCALL handler [41].

Since we can know the total switch time by sending an empty VMMCALL instruction, which is also the real thing what we are interested in, we did not record the time consumption of vmexit or vmentry event but record the total time consumption instead. From our experiment, we find that the average switch overhead is 3.09 µs, and this is because a vmexit event is triggered every time, and the CPU has to save and encrypt the guest state before switching to the hypervisor mode to protect guest data. Meantime, when CPU returns to Guest mode, it has to load and decrypt guest state.

2) Sensitive Computation: To evaluate the performance overhead of the sensitive computation, we study the time consumption of running sensitive computation software in both host and guest OS respectively. The each experiment is executed 1,000 times. We restart the host operating system to make sure there is no other factor to impact our result. In the Host OS, we simply run MD5 and measure the time. To better simulate the real SEV executing environment, we call VMMCALL instruction every time the MD5 finishes to trigger the guest-hypervisor switch.

From Table VII we can see that executing MD5 in Guest OS takes almost the same amount of time with running MD5 in the Host OS. Since we do not send any command with VMMCALL, the hypervisor does not have to do any extra calculation. Thus, we can see that the computation running in an SEV-enable guest does not introduce extra overhead compared to running in the Host OS.

3) Overall Performance: The same as Section III-A3, we use GeekBench 4 to evaluate the influence of frequent sensitive computation running in the SEV-ES enabled guest to the host. To simulate this, we run MD5 in Guest OS every 1 second and VMMCALL instruction is sent every time after MD5 hash finishes. By comparing the performances of with and without running sensitive computation in Guest OS, we can learn the overall extra overhead. We execute benchmark for 100 times.

From the Table VIII, we can see that the performance score drops from 3425.05 to 3283.15 in average, and the decrease percentage is about 4.14%. Comparing with the experiments on Intel SGX and ARM TrustZone technology, we consider the AMD involves a higher performance overhead due to the heavily context switch between the hypervisor and guest OS.

VI. Future Work

As mentioned, edge platforms involve with a variety computing architectures (e.g., x86, ARM, and MIPS) and hardware vendors (e.g., Intel, ARM, and AMD). Different architectures or hardware vendors provide various TEEs that require different programming languages. The current programming mode for TEEs is architecture-specific and not user-friendly.
In our future work, we will develop an “easy to use” and “generic” programming mode interface that works for all the hardware-assisted TEEs on heterogeneous edge platforms. Specifically, we will use Asylo project [42] from Google, an open framework for enclave applications, as a base to further develop a generic framework for TEEs on edge platforms.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we perform an extensive study on the hardware-assisted TEEs and discuss the feasibility of deploying these TEEs on the Edge Computing infrastructure. Specifically, we study the Intel SGX, ARM TrustZone technology, and AMD SEV, and analyze the performance overhead introduced by them. Our investigation shows that the deploying of hardware-assisted TEEs can efficiently improve the security of the edge nodes with a low performance overhead.
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